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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes (May 28, 2016)
“Being Different”

17 attendees + 2 ASL interpreters

 Topic Idea (suggested by several people): difference that aces (and non-ace arospec people) tend
to share (e.g., introvert, not drinking, etc.), though mindful of differences within the group

 Reading Respect Guidelines (here)

 Names & pronouns

Difference that we tend to share?

• Often quiet (individually and as a group)

• We're a really diverse group in terms of things like romantic orientation, gender (including lots of 
trans and/or non-binary people), approaches to relationships, how people feel about sex, etc.

• As a child or young person... (some experiences shared by some of us)

◦ questioning gender & trans stuff as a child

◦ feeling repulsed by sex, dressing to avoid being sexualised

◦ introvert

◦ not wanting to hear about sex

◦ not feeling romantic attraction and not having a way to express that and not having the words 
to articulate that even if it had been something known as “a thing”

• Theme of isolation

◦ bullying really set in when people started having crushes on others

◦ faking / pretending to have crushes or faking a boyfriend to avoid criticism OR not pretending 
and letting people assume OR not pretending and facing explicit hostility OR dating just to fit 
in despite not feeling the “right things” (or anything in particular)

▪ fake crushes on real people or on Rock Stars or fictional characters... because that was 
more socially acceptable to be the weird kid who has crushes on fictional characters—even
if they're made-up— than to not have crushes or any interest in dating

◦ enjoying exchanging e-mails with people or chatting on line (and assuming there would be 
particular feelings offline) but not feeling things in-person

▪ awkward interactions with not knowing what to say when people try to get sexual (perhaps
via skype)

◦ thinking something is wrong / being broken

◦ feeling isolated and not being able to communicate experience and feeling like you have to lie

◦ the isolation of being different from everyone around you

◦ isolation of the romantically-inclined ace being different

◦ alienation of doing romantic relationships as an aromantic

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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• Attention from others you don't know well:

◦ Enjoying attention from people but not when they express crush or romantic or sexual interest

◦ feel a need to pull away from attention when it gets sexual or romantic

◦ men being especially pushy and not respecting boundaries

▪ women do that too, but more experience with men doing that

◦ difficulty explaining or justifying why you don't want to be touched or want their attention

▪ it's not necessarily about not wanting to be touched ever... but not wanting to be touched 
sometimes, and really not at all with any sexual or romantic intentions (or in sexual ways)

• After coming out ( as ace & non-binary)

◦ isolating from friends because you're so different

▪ not much in common anymore (or it's more obvious how they matter)

▪ similarities mattered less (especially

▪ finding community elsewhere (e.g., Ace Toronto) but isolated in personal life

◦ loosing friends after coming out as queer (especially loosing straight friends)

• Sometimes people might not want to be touched and might ot be able to communicate that (while 
still avoiding other people getting angry)

• Definitions of asexuality (and aromanticism) don't do it justice

◦ different people have different definitions of asexuality and aromanticism

◦ being ace means different things to different people

◦ Ace Toronto: deliberate decision to not include a definition of asexuality in Mission Statement

◦ trying to find an exact label for romantic orientation and putting that “on hold”

▪ being okay with things like “weird-romantic”

• Falling in love

◦ having never fallen in love or experiencing being “in love”

◦ cultural pressure more or less focused on “falling in love” for different people

▪ e.g., family expectations and pressure to date more focused on marriage for the purpose of 
producing children (i.e., women are supposed to have kids)

• not so much about falling in love specifically

◦ feeling love (that's not romantic/“in love”) and having intimate relationships that are not 
romantic or sexual

▪ doing significant relationships, e.g., QP relationships

• QP Resource Post & “QP Primer” (for reading without printing & for printing)

◦ feeling close to people and doing intimate relationships but feeling uncomfortable as soon as 
someone expresses romantic or sexual interest or feelings: panic/avoidance response

▪ safety is a priority and not feeling guilty for cutting contact with people (or trying not to 
feel guilty because it's okay to do what you need to do to be and feel safe)

http://knightfrog1248.tumblr.com/post/107103197663/a-short-queerplatonic-resource-post
https://www.sendspace.com/file/qzdoib
https://www.sendspace.com/file/823noh
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• Gender and Sexual Orientations interacting together

◦ assuming that gender stuff is the reason for not being into sex or sexual stuff

◦ pressure to be sexual or to want sex (or want to be sexual)

◦ figuring out trans stuff and finding the answers... but still not actually being done (i.e., there's 
still more stuff to figure out and labels to collect, e.g., re: asexuality)

◦ Assuming that one is a cis woman and later in a safe environment coming to a different gender
identity and questioning ace stuff

▪ allowed to question sexuality in terms of LGB stuff, but not in terms of being asexual or 
aromantic (e.g., living in a small town where there are very few options)

▪ taking a long time to find a space that is safe enough to do the questioning

▪ for someone who's aro and not ace... initially not realising that aceness and aromanticism 
aren't always linked

◦ Not being in a safe environment to question and sort things out, so putting everything aside for
a while in “survival mode” and dealing with it later

▪ overwhelming when it's finally time to deal with it (but didn't have another option)

• Dealing with a hypersexualised circle of friends

◦ developing an “academic” interest in sex (interest on a cultural and academic level but not 
being personally into it)

◦ being really comfortable talking about sex because it's completely   not   personal 

◦ OR finding it really difficult to talk about sex and being really uncomfortable using clear 
language (e.g., words or signs, or not knowing the signs) and communicating around it (with 
some funny moments of vague confusion)

◦ bad reactions / anger from partners for not being personally into sex (when they would have 
wanted you to be)

◦ experience where claiming gender was easy, but because of hypersexualisation from 
medication, but harder and taking a long time to be able to claim asexuality (especially 
because of participating/having participated in sex)

Differences within communities?

• Trouble coming to ace (and/or arospec) identities because the “typical experiences” (of being ace 
and/or arospec) didn't resonate with you

◦ changing experiences of libido (e.g., tied to gender transition stuff or medication) and this 
being confusing

◦ feeling strongly of wanting to have a baby / become pregnant that lasted for a while (not 
related to sexuality but a strong experience that was confusing and uncomfortable)

◦ attributing experiences of not wanting to be sexual or not wanting to be touched... to being 
trans or to body image stuff, etc.

▪ non-binary identity getting in the way of establishing an aromantic identity (i.e., being 
really uncomfortable / not wanting to be being perceived as a girl, and the powerful 
gendering involved in romantic relationships and people's perceptions of them)
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▪ regular experiences of sexual assault (in an abusive relationships) and questioning feelings 
re: sexuality/asexuality because of that

▪ being depressed and wondering if that's the cause for the asexuality

◦ commonality: when people have differences from the “typical ace”, attributing the aceness to 
something else

• not having the language to describe (ace) experience or the knowledge needed to make sense out 
of it (i.e., not knowing that asexuality is a thing) OR having encountered “asexuality” but as 
something that means that people will be “alone and sad forever”

◦ importance of sex ed included even a little bit of info on asexuality (and aromanticism)

◦ needing more info, education, representation generally... 

▪ finding info and especially other aces to interact with / learn from on tumblr

• After coming to an ace identity, feeling different or “standing taller” or having more confidence

◦ feeling able to just walk away from people who are (unwantedly) coming onto you

◦ having more confidence and strength to reject people forcefully

◦ would have been useful to make sense of high school bullying / harassment experiences that 
were targeting asexual/aromanticism/gender stuff all together (nobody knew that asexuality 
was a thing, but we all knew something was going on) and that would have allowed for a 
more confident response at the time

• interesting that having a certain identity is a ticket to / reason allowing it to be possible to reject 
unwanted romantic/sexual advances (like it's not really okay otherwise)

◦ “it's me not you” (i.e., like saying “you're barking up the wrong tree” without having to say “I 
don't want you barking at me”)

• After coming to an aro identity, being confident in prioritising existing relationships the way you 
wanted, and not having to “wait for the 1 true love” to prioritise

• Coming to an ace identity while in a romantic relationships with non-ace

◦ feeling guilty (i.e., the idea of feeling guilty for “withholding sex”) AND feeling secure and 
like it's okay to say no to sex after having an ace identity

◦ feeling like ace identity makes it possible to do (romantic) relationships on one's own terms

• Needing to check the “high-horse” mentality of superiority of non-sexual love (i.e., influence of 
society sex-shaming”

◦ but there's also validity in being able to celebrate and value both non-sexual intimacy and love 
without sexual stuff (and there are ways of doing that which don't draw on any sex-shaming)

• Society's idea of aros who aren't ace as “predatory” (and having negative experiences around that)

◦ Societal dangerous ideas re: romantic relationships and the commitments associated with 
“committed (romantic) relationship” and “marriage” as protecting (women) from exploitation

▪ romantic relationships don't protect anyone from exploitation (especially women—high 
rates of violence in romantic relationships)
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▪ romantic relationships shouldn't be needed to protect people from exploitation 

• commitments and respect (with or without commitments) don't need to be “romantic”

▪ (dangerous) gendered ideas that women just want romance and men just want sex and that 
“romantic relationship” is how to ensure commitment from sex-valuing

• doesn't hold people (especially men) who do exploit others (especially women) 
accountable for their actions

• Positive experience in an Indigenous cultural context growing up (without the same kinds of 
social hierarchies that exists in other spaces)

◦ that's what gave space to work through stuff

▪ also creating space: looking into history of European Colonialism and its lasting impact 
today on how these things are set up (i.e., very different systems)

• very different ways of experiencing support

• North America: “competing to be 'normal'” and to prove that you're “more normal” or 
“normal enough”

◦ people are punished for being “out of the ordinary” and wierd

▪ “justice system”of punishment

▪ very anxiety-inducing (and less pressure in Indigenous contexts)

▪ In ace circles: discussions of cultural factors (e.g., amatonormativity and compulsory 
sexuality in cultures of North American & European descent)

• Check-out:

◦ themes of confidence meeting with other aces (feeling like being on the right path)

◦ the spectrum is large enough for all of us

• Personal experience Resource List:

◦ Ace Toronto's zine (issue 1): “Coming to Terms” (here)

◦ TheAsexualityBlog's collected stories from aces (here) and happy stories (here)

◦ Carnival of Aces (where difference ace bloggers write on the same topic every month) (here)

◦ Books

▪ “Ace & Proud: An Asexual Anthology” (like an extended zine: here)

▪ “The Invisible Orientation” (intro/overview of ace stuff: here ; Julie Sondra-Decker's other
writings and videos of personal experience here )

http://swankivy.com/writing/essays/philosophy/asexual.html
http://juliesondradecker.com/?page_id=1767
https://purplecakepress.wordpress.com/about/
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/a-carnival-of-aces-masterpost/
http://theasexualityblog.tumblr.com/tagged/happy-stories
http://www.theasexualityblog.com/ace-stories.html
http://ace-toronto.tumblr.com/zine

